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Hi friends, Iâ€™m Bob Martin, also known as â€œMindanaoBobâ€œ. I am an American, but have

been living in the Philippines permanently since May 2000, and Iâ€™m loving it! If you are reading

this, itâ€™s likely that you also have a desire to live in the Philippines. Let me show you how you

can do it! I want to help you accomplish your dream of getting out of the rat race, stepping into a

more relaxed lifestyle, abandoning that snow and rain, and enjoying a bit of tropical sunshine!

Iâ€™ve been living this lifestyle long enough that I know how itâ€™s done, and I want you to know

too! Most importantly, I know the pitfalls and the mistakes that you may make, so I can help you

avoid those mistakes! Because I have become a fairly well known American Expat in the

Philippines, I get a lot of e-mails from people who desire to live in the Philippines. People like you!

Those e-mails ask me a lot of questions about various aspects of living in the Philippines. I have

gone through literally thousands of e-mails and come up with the most asked questions, so that I

can share my answers with you. If dozens, even hundreds of people are asking me these same

questions, then surely you must have these same thoughts on your mind too! Let me help you get

the correct answers to your questions. This Manual is the Bible for how to move to the Philippines! I

know, because I sure wish that all of this information was available when I moved here so many

years ago! Reading this book can save you a lot of time and a pile of money in making this move!

The How to Move to the Philippines Manual includes all the information you need to make a

successful move to the Philippines, and also you will be able to move sooner than you might have

been able to do without this information! Make your dream a reality! With the information that I can

offer you, you can now make your dream a reality, and start your life in the Philippines a lot faster

than you thought you could! Not only can you make the move faster than you expected, but the

information will help you have a more enjoyable life in the Philippines. It will help you learn how to

deal with the ever-present hassles that will surely pop up in the Philippines. This Manual will help

you start enjoying your life more than you expect! More than 200 pages of sage advice from

somebody who has seen it all, lived it, and is happy to share his mistakes with you, so that you can

do it right the first time! Another help is that for those who purchase my Manual, I am always

available to help you any time that you need assistance! Get it today, and start leading the good life

as soon as possible!
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Bob Martin is an American, but has been living in the Philippines since 2000. Bob is a Serial

Entrepreneur. He starts new kinds of businesses on an ongoing basis. Bob is a big believer in what

he calls â€œStreams of Incomeâ€•. Instead of having a single job or business to earn money, Bob

believes that it is much wiser to have many small streams of income. By doing that, if one stream

dries up, it has little effect on the overall river of income that is created by the streams, because

there are still many small streams feeding the river. That one stream of income that dried up is only

a small part of the overall picture, so the river will still supply your needs. Bob has written many

books, mostly on the topics of Amateur Radio, Living the Expat Life, and Business topics.

Very poorly written, he repeats the same paragraph several time to fluff up the page count and the

spelling is terrible. Good information but if you want info on several subjects he tells you to buy more

books from him instead of writing a comprehensive manual.

just started reading it,..cant give my review until its read,..sorry

Haven't used it yet but lots of information

Very helpful and informative

For many years, Bob Martin, an American who has lived in The Philippines for 15 years has owned

and operated a variety of internet websites about The Philippines. There have been many

informative and interactive articles about all facets of moving to and living in The Philippines posted

on his many websites. Much of this information concerning moving to The Philippines from other



parts of the world have been consolidated, organized and updated is now available in this recently

published book.If you think moving from one place to another in your own country is a big deal,

making an international move can bring on an entirely new set of circumstances. Many times it is

not a major oversight or error that can ruin a plan. Small details that can crop up along the way are

what can easily wreck the best of plans no matter how many details you think you have covered.

Small details ? Bob Martin and this book has got you covered with over 200 pages of detailed

information that is right on topic.Although this publication was not intended for or is being targeted to

the tourist and visitors market, as a near decade long visitor to The Philippines I have found a lot of

useful information in this book and I would not be afraid to suggest it to those planning a visit that

want to know more than you will find out in tourist oriented publications and websites.Bob Martin

has written an entire library of E Books about The Philippines but this one I believe is the first one

that has become available in the traditional Print Version which is something I personally prefer.

When it became available here on  I bought it immediately. With this paperback edition you will

never have to worry about " Lo Batt " or having to look for a recharge station no matter where you

are.

Amazing,book,5 star,knowlegeable,I will reccommend to to my friends and family.Thank you.
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